Since 2010, HEINEKEN Ireland has been committed to Brewing a Better World
and we are delighted to share some of our 2021 sustainability achievements,
and our ambitions for the future as we Raise the Bar to 2030.
Despite the continued industry challenges presented by Covid-19, HEINEKEN
Ireland has continued to showcase its strong commitment to creating a
sustainable business; moving towards a circular economy through initiatives
such as the reuse of by-products like carbon dioxide and grain dust, and
repurposing over 19m pints of beer throughout lockdowns.
From, recycling carbon dioxide to removing plastic and leading the drinks
market in moderation, we are incredibly proud of our 2021 results and look
forward to raising our ambitions even further in 2022 and beyond.
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The HEINEKEN Ireland brewery is
96% self-sufficient in CO2, and
recaptures over 2,000 tonnes of CO2
from the fermentation process for
reuse in the production process, e.g.
carbonisation of our beers,
pressurising kegs, and pressurising
vessels.
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HEINEKEN Ireland has
achieved a 28% reduction
in emissions from
production since 2018
and we are committed
to operating with zero
emissions from our
brewery by 2030.
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Drive to Zero
Operating as Zero Waste
to Landfill site from our
Cork brewery, all
by-products from the
brewing process (e.g. spend
grain and grain dust) are
reused and recycled, with
30 tonnes of waste being
repurposed per year as
animal feed.
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We are also the first global
brewer to pledge carbon
neutrality in the full value
chain by 2040.
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1,100+ ZERO
ZONES
To date, HEINEKEN Ireland
has created over 1,100 Zero
Zones in Irish off licences and
retailers that help showcase no
and low alcohol options for
consumers.

0.0

Building on the widespread availability of
bottled Heineken® 0.0%, the refreshing
draught pint 0.0 is also available in over
2,200 bars and restaurants across Ireland,
with continued expansion to a further 700
this year giving consumers real choice.

Make Moderation Cool
2,200+

1,000,000
PEOPLE

BARS AND
RESTAURANTS

10% of Heineken® brand media spend
is dedicated to a standalone
campaign promoting responsible
consumption behaviour and
encouraging healthier drinking habits
every year. In 2021, this campaign
reached over 1 million people across
Ireland.

Heineken® 0.0% is also
available in draught format in
over 2,200 bars and
restaurants in Ireland with
continued expansion to a
further 700 this year,
increasing consumer choice.

Currently, 33% of HEINEKEN Ireland
Senior Leaders are female, with a
commitment to reach 50% by 2024.

2022

In 2021, HEINEKEN
Ireland launched Fresh
Beginnings, a €10m
stimulus programme,
which was the largest in
our 165-year history, to
support the hospitality
sector re-opening.

2024

Create Social Impact
%

HEINEKEN Ireland is
committed to local
suppliers, with 100%
of our barley coming
from Irish farmers.

€54
million

In total, it works
with over 300
Irish suppliers,
delivering an
annual spend of
€54m to the
Irish economy.

Awards and Accolades
HEINEKEN Ireland is the
first and currently only
drinks company in Ireland
to hold the independently
audited Business Working
Responsibly Mark, under
NSAI ISO 26100.

The brewer was recently
announced as Ireland’s
Overall Winner of the
2021 Green Food and
Beverage Producer
Awards.

HEINEKEN Ireland was
also awarded Bord Bia’s
Sustainable Impact Award
in 2019 and a REPAK
Bronze Award for
commitments to reduce
plastic from across the
business in 2020.

HEINEKEN Ireland’s Global
2030 targets have been
validated by the Science
Based Targets initiative
(SBTi) and HEINEKEN
Ireland are signatories of
the Business in the
Community Low
Carbon Pledge.

